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The New York Times bestseller“[An] obscenely enjoyable romp.” —The New York Times Book
ReviewThe untold story of a New York City legend's education in creativity and styleFor Bill
Cunningham, New York City was the land of freedom, glamour, and, above all, style. Growing up
in a lace-curtain Irish suburb of Boston, secretly trying on his sister's dresses and spending his
evenings after school in the city's chicest boutiques, Bill dreamed of a life dedicated to fashion.
But his desires were a source of shame for his family, and after dropping out of Harvard, he had
to fight them tooth-and-nail to pursue his love.When he arrived in New York, he reveled in
people-watching. He spent his nights at opera openings and gate-crashing extravagant balls,
where he would take note of the styles, new and old, watching how the gowns moved, how the
jewels hung, how the hair laid on each head. This was his education, and the birth of the
democratic and exuberant taste that he came to be famous for as a photographer for The New
York Times. After two style mavens took Bill under their wing, his creativity thrived and he made
a name for himself as a designer. Taking on the alias William J.--because designing under his
family's name would have been a disgrace to his parents--Bill became one of the era's most
outlandish and celebrated hat designers, catering to movie stars, heiresses, and artists alike.
Bill's mission was to bring happiness to the world by making women an inspiration to themselves
and everyone who saw them. These were halcyon days when fashion was all he ate and drank.
When he was broke and hungry he'd stroll past the store windows on Fifth Avenue and feed
himself on beautiful things.Fashion Climbing is the story of a young man striving to be the
person he was born to be: a true original. But although he was one of the city's most recognized
and treasured figures, Bill was also one of its most guarded. Written with his infectious joy and
one-of-a-kind voice, this memoir was polished, neatly typewritten, and safely stored away in his
lifetime. He held off on sharing it--and himself--until his passing. Between these covers, is an
education in style, an effervescent tale of a bohemian world as it once was, and a final gift to the
readers of one of New York's great characters.

“This obscenely enjoyable romp fills in part of the Cunningham back story and provides
tantalizing peeks in the psyche of the guarded and mysterious Bill. . . . [Fashion Climbing] leaves
the readers gasping for more.” —The New York Times Book Review“Bill Cunningham left behind
a memoir. It is, to use one of his favorite words, marvelous.” —The Washington
Post“Cunningham's memoir is a charming ode to being true to oneself.” —NPR“Fashion
Climbing is smart and pure, revealing of a person’s sense of truth, self, business, confidence
and wonderment at the world. . . It is tremendously important in fraught times that we remember
we can devote ourselves to finding inspiration, pursuing dreams and chasing joy.” —Los Angeles
Times “Legendary New York Times street-style photographer Bill Cunningham left us one final



treat: A memoir as sweet, modest and compelled by beauty as Cunningham . . . The midcentury
world of salon fashion shows and great society dowagers Cunningham evokes offers a fabulous
escape.” —San Francisco Chronicle“An unexpected gift . . . a Strunk and White of chic.” —The
New York Times“A fun, enthralling look into the unconventional world of a true original.” —Boston
Globe “Bill Cunningham's Is The Fashion Memoir Everyone Will Be Reading This Autumn.” —
Elle “Legendary fashion photographer Bill Cunningham died in 2016, but he’s brilliantly alive
in Fashion Climbing, a posthumously published memoir chronicling his early days as a young
man in Boston, a soldier in Europe during the Korean War, and a hat designer in glamorous
midcentury New York. In addition to having a wild imagination for millinery and an unmatched
eye for genuine style, Cunningham writes of his near-psychic ability for knowing where fashion
was headed next.” —Entertainment Weekly “The phenomenal joie de vivre of the legendary New
York Times photographer, who died at 87 in 2016, bursts off the pages of this chronicle of the
early days of his career. His escapades as a renegade hat designer in New York, an Army
private in Europe, a gate –crasher and people watcher in high society are enchanting, his
passion for fashion irresistible.” —People “Delightful.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune"The
photographer’s posthumously published memoir is a thoughtful, accessible glimpse inside the
fashion world he chronicled for decades. . . . The true treasure of Fashion Climbing is that the
man who spent his life holding up a mirror to the world’s most self-important industry, in the
world’s most self-important city, turns the mirror around to make a subject of himself.” —Vanity
Fair“[Cunningham's] genuine, undying appetite for beauty radiates from the book’s pages,
making it a delight to consume.” —The Cut"Bill Cunningham's memoir traces a righteous pursuit
of beauty. Fashion Climbing, the fashion photographer's posthumous autobiography, is just as
fun as you'd expect." —The Outline“As you read about his journey to the top you'll definitely
laugh and, most importantly, learn why it's crucial to always be yourself.” —InStyle, 10 Fashion
Books That Deserve a Spot On Your Bookshelf"As a record of a life fuelled by flair and
dedication, a highly original vocation which pitches the author somewhere between Cecil
Beaton, Anna Pavlova and a Benedictine monk, Fashion Climbing is a joy to read." —Financial
Times“The glamorous world of 20th-century fashion comes alive in Cunningham’s masterful
memoir both because of his exuberant appreciation for stylish clothes and his sharp assessment
of those who wore them.” —Publishers Weekly, Boxed, Starred Review “Cunningham's writing is
authentic, irreverent, and quintessentially New York . . . A lively tale of a life in style and a
delightful homage to the days before women stopped wearing hats.” —Kirkus
Reviews“Cunningham’s almost unbearably charming memoir—unearthed by relatives after his
death, in 2016, and covering his life through the 1960s—sends readers winging through the
twentieth century in style….[It]documents his unparalleled eye and appreciation for fashion’s
magic, mystery, and illusions; style’s potential to invent and transform. As both the very personal
autobiography of an icon and a valuable social history, this wins.” — Booklist, starred review“Bill
Cunningham’s enchanting memoir of his love affair with fashion and the people who created,
shaped, analysed, and wore it in the combustible years after the Second World War is a delight



and a revelation, proving that his pen was as astute as his lens. This lively, compelling, and
invaluable social history tells us as much about the mores of the age as it does about the era’s
seismic fashion revolutions and reflects the wonder that Bill saw in creation throughout his life.” —
Hamish Bowles“We missed Bill Cunningham terribly. So thank goodness for this book. Here
comes a snap, crackle and pop of a memoir. Humble, sparse and vivacious. Funny! Forthright
and elegant. Bill is back and we are grateful.” —Maira Kalman“As Mr. Cunningham might have
said, ‘a real dilly’ of a book—the story of a man who turned a love of beauty into an exquisite
life.” —Lauren Collins“Fashion Climbing has everything you’d want in a fashion memoir (industry
politics, elaborate window displays, hijinks at galas), but it’s also a manifesto for living
authentically. Just like Bill Cunningham’s photography, this book is anti-snobbery, pro-having-fun-
at-all-costs, and awake to the pleasures of being oneself.”—Tavi GevinsonAbout the AuthorBill
Cunningham, the iconic New York Times photographer, was the creative force behind the
columns On the Streetand Evening Hours. Cunningham dropped out of Harvard and moved to
New York City at 19, eventually starting his own hat design business under the name "William J."
His designs were featured in Vogue, The New Yorker, Harper's Bazaar, and Jet. While covering
fashion for publications including Women's Wear Daily and The Chicago Tribune, he took up
photography, which led to him becoming a regular contributor to the New York Times in the late
1970s. Cunningham is the subject of the documentaries "The Times of Bill Cunningham" and
"Bill Cunningham, New York." His contributions to New York City were recognized in 2009 when
he was designated a "living landmark." --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Doors of ParadiseMy first remembrance of
fashion was the day my mother caught me parading around our middle-class Catholic home in a
lace-curtain Irish suburb of Boston. There I was, four years old, decked out in my sister's
prettiest dress. Women's clothes were always much more stimulating to my imagination. That
summer day, in 1933, as my back was pinned to the dining room wall, my eyes spattering tears
all over the pink organdy full-skirted dress, my mother beat the hell out of me, and threatened
every bone in my uninhibited body if I wore girls' clothes again. My dear parents gathered all
their Bostonian reserve and decided the best cure was to hide me from any artistic or
fashionable life. This wasn't hard in suburban Boston; a drab puritanical life prevailed, brightened
only by Christmas, Easter, the Thanksgiving Day parade, Halloween, Valentine's Day, and the
maypole costume party in kindergarten. My life was lived for each of these special days when I
could express all the fancy thoughts in my head. Of course, Christmas was the blowout of the
year, and I started wrapping the packages months before anyone dreamed of another
Christmas. The tree ornaments were packed away in the attic, where I usually dusted them off
with a trial run in midsummer and prepared a plan of decoration for the coming season.When
Christmas came, I must have redecorated the tree a half dozen times in the short week it was left
to stand, and when New Year's Day arrived and the tree was to be thrown out on the street, a
deep depression usually set upon me, as I tucked all the glamour, the shiny tinsel, away for
another eternally long year, and only the thought of Valentine's Day with its lace-trimmed



displays of love made life bearable.Easter Sunday was always a high point. I can remember
every one of Mother's hats, which were absolute knockouts to my eyes, but when I look back
today, they were all very conservative. My two sisters and brother Jack (who was all sports-
minded) and I were outfitted in new clothes for Easter Sunday. This was the dandy day of my life.
I can't remember a thing the priest said during Mass, but I sure as hell could describe every
interesting fashion worn by the two hundred or so ladies, and for the following few Sundays I
kept an accurate record of which ladies wore their Easter Sunday flower corsages longest,
emerging from the refrigerators for the Sunday airing.The next excitement I can remember was
the maypole costume party where I managed, much to my conservative family's
embarrassment, to be a crepe paper pansy, violet, or daffodil. I always had a ball playing make-
believe, and usually got hell when my mother got her hands on me, as I'd play with the girls,
mainly because their costumes were the most beautiful roses. The boys were bees and
caterpillars, which didn't interest me a bit.Summers were a fashion desert. Our small beach
house on the south shore of Boston allowed nothing but bathing suits and T-shirts, and lots of
horrible sunburn on the miles of salty beach. No one ever wore anything colorful or gay. Each
Sunday's church was the only adventure as my brother and sisters and I were wrapped in
starched white clothes and chalk-white shoes. During the reading of the Gospel, I eyed every
woman and decided who was the most elegant. It was a wonderful game, and by the end of
each summer I would produce my list of the women at the beach whom I thought most
exciting.Going back to school was really the monster for me. I couldn't have cared less about
reading, writing, and arithmetic-and they cared much less for me! It was only through the grace
of God and the teachers, who didn't want to have me around another year, that I finished each
school year. The only class I remember was a weekly one-hour art session where the most
delightful, slightly eccentric teacher would read Winnie-the-Pooh and tell us about Mrs. Jack
Gardner's Venetian palace, set in Boston's Back Bay. This was my hour of pure dream and
fantasy. Of course, I immediately fell passionately in love with Mrs. Jack Gardner and her gilded
palace, and to this very day she is my inspiration.Life really began for me on my first visit to Mrs.
Jack's. That marvelous art teacher took the class to view what she called a "Renaissance
splendor." It was the opening of the doors of paradise for me, and there was no stopping my
desire to create a world of exotic beauty. No matter how many times my mother caught me
wearing my sister's first long party dress, which was peach satin-and I know I wore it more than
she did-I knew my destiny was to create beautiful women and place them in fantastic
surroundings.After school was the most fun, as I would hide in my room and build model
airplanes and theatrical stage sets. Each month I would concoct a special display for the
season, and I was forever talking the girls next door into putting on a dramatic play where I made
all the crepe paper costumes and usually ended up wearing the highest crown or the longest
train of purple, trimmed with my dad's notepaper ermine tails.Mother's wedding gown, covered
with embroidery and pearls and tiny satin roses, was the hidden treasure that I was constantly
unpacking for another look. Actually, it was the only beautiful thing in the house.Radio was a



huge influence, to which I give credit for my strong imagination. Instead of doing school
homework, I would be listening to Stella Dallas, Helen Trent, and my favorite, Helen Hayes, who
led the glamorous New York life. In my imagination I dressed each of these soap opera ladies,
designing for them all sorts of fancy clothes.As kids we weren't allowed to go to the movies
except on Saturday afternoons, when some rough-and-tumble cowboy affair would scramble
across the screen. I couldn't have cared less; I was just itching to get back to the movies on a
Saturday night instead and see Greta Garbo, Carole Lombard, and Gone with the Wind.
Unfortunately, I never made it, and these movies remained totally unknown to me until the late
1950s, when I saw them in revival.In later years, after-school jobs were part of my upbringing,
which I enjoyed very much, as they paid me money that I promptly spent on something colorful
and pretty at the local Woolworth's five-and-dime. Shoveling long driveways of snow allowed me
to indulge in elaborate gifts for my mother and sisters; I would shovel snow all day long just to
get my frozen hands on some money to buy beautiful things. One time I bought the supplies to
make a hat. It was a real dilly-a great big cabbage rose hung over the right eye, and all sorts of
ribbons tied at the back of the neck. My mother nearly collapsed in shame when she saw it.I was
a newspaper delivery boy at twelve, and each morning got up at five thirty to pedal my bike
around the neighborhood and collect five bucks at the end of a week. After the first month, I
saved my money, slipped in to the city of Boston on my first trip, and bought a dress, which I
thought was the most chic thing in town. It was black crepe and bias cut, and had three red
hearts on the right shoulder. As usual, Mother nearly had a fit. Now I was buying her clothes. Her
reply was, "Think what the neighbors will say!" These were famous last words with my mother
and dad.My family had a whispering thought that I'd be a priest. And all this attraction to feminine
fashion didn't help their hope. But what Irish Catholic family didn't dream of its eldest son being a
priest? I always knew I wasn't priesthood material as I was sewing away from some devilish fire,
flaming inside the deepest corners of my soul.The paper route made life worthwhile, giving me
the loot to indulge in a little fashion fantasy, and as fast as I'd buy the newest styles, Mother
would return them. I would counteract with another dress or fake diamond bracelet. My next job
was delivering clothes for Mr. Kaplan, the local tailor. This was the beginning of my
understanding what made beautiful clothes. Here I learned all about the construction of coats
and suits, the fine technique of pressing and shaping. I also earned more money, and my two
sisters soon fell under my assault of buying clothes, always making secret trips to the city and
visiting the fashionable stores. My favorite was Jays on Temple Place. The facade of the terra-
cotta-colored building was decorated with silhouetted ladies sitting on French chairs, admiring
themselves in the style of 1910. Inside, the smell of perfume and champagne and wall-to-wall
carpet made me want to buy everything in sight. They had the best-looking shopping bags in
Boston, with a silhouetted lady and the name Jays giving the carrier great distinction. Of course,
I was proud as a peacock, carrying the package home to my middle-class neighborhood. (I was
the worst snob in town.)By the time I was twelve, the family was in a state of frenzy over how
they could knock this artistic nature out of me. Finally, it was decided that a trade school, where



my hands could be the learners, was the only solution for a safe future. I enrolled at Mechanic
Arts High School, where I learned carpentry. My spindle-legged tables were a howling success
and caused a great deal of hell-raising with the people who wanted plain, sturdy-legged tables. I
just couldn't resist putting the wood on a lathe and making all the fanciest turns I knew how. The
classes were anything but fashionable. They consisted of sheet-metal work and a blacksmith's
shop where we had the best fun. What I couldn't do with the blowtorch and anvil! Everything I
made had curlicues and twists . . . I suppose you might call it Irish baroque. Along with all those
shop classes came algebra, which I could never figure out, and history, which I was terrific at,
from a costume point of view. I couldn't recite a word of Shakespeare, but I could sure draw a
costume for every character in the plays.What made these school years livable was an after-
school job at Jordan Marsh Company, the city's largest department store. At two thirty I was out
of the school prison, trotting down fashionable Boylston Street with more enthusiasm than I'd
shown all day, observing all the windows of the most fashionable shops in Boston. A special
delight was sizing up the august Beacon Hill dowagers who would be going to tea at the Ritz
Hotel. I often dallied outside its doors just to get a glimpse of some fascinating women. Jordan
Marsh was across the Boston Common, in the commercial section of town, surrounded by
Filene's and the other big stores that just swallowed me up. At Jordan's I was a stock boy in the
ready-to-wear departments, and had the time of my life pushing the big carts through the store.
My favorite departments were better dresses, furs, and handbags. The store had an elegant
quality that disappeared after my days there in the early 1940s. A grand stairway curved up
through the central rotunda; mahogany showcases gave a proper Bostonian attitude to the high-
ceilinged main floor.I wasn't there but a few weeks before I knew the best merchandise from the
plain, everyday stuff. I was always finagling a deal, until I got to push the racks with the best
dresses down to their department, where I carefully scrutinized every one I took off.I would
unload the stock truck of the handbag department like I was unveiling the emperor's jewels,
making sure I set the bag on the counter so customers felt they had just discovered something
they had never seen before. If the salesgirls didn't make a few sales during the performance, I
was crushed. The store's glove department didn't interest me, but its buyer wore the most
exciting hats. They were tall Lilly DachŽ turbans, the likes of which few Bostonian women had
ever seen. They had a sense of drama. This buyer also wore the first silver foxes without legs,
tails, and heads I had seen. It was a knockout when everyone else in Boston was cherishing all
those legs, tails, and heads. As a matter of fact, for years they continued to wear it like that in
Boston, and didn't think of cutting them off.My first six months' salary went to buying a pair of
these silver foxes for my mother. She hardly ever wore them, feeling they were too daring and
showy.At this time I started covering myself in outrageous bright shirts and ties. I bought the first
fake-fur-lined trench coat with the biggest fur collar I could find, and nearly drove the family crazy
with shame, wearing it on the first cool day of September. I just couldn't wait to get it on my back
and parade into school-although I almost fainted from the heat in the rush-hour crowd in the
trolley car. Clothes were everything to me, and I think I spent seven days a week deciding what



I'd wear the next week.Life at Jordan's was fabulous, and had they given diplomas, I would have
graduated with honors. That said, I almost got canned at one point. It was during the parade at
the end of the Second World War, and I felt the store should do something in the way of a big
display. Of course, they had already hung the world's largest American flag over the Washington
Street facade of the building, which made Filene's flag look like a postage stamp. But I thought I
should add some of my own flair, so I went through all the men's rooms in the store, taking the
rolls of toilet tissue and stashing them up on the roof of the store, at the corner of Washington
and Summer Streets, the busiest intersection in Boston, where the biggest crowd was sure to
assemble. After collecting dozens and dozens of rolls, I began to unroll them over the heads of
the marching soldiers. It was an instant success, as the white rolls whipped down in huge white
streaks! The crowd below went wild with delight as the unrolled ends bounced off the heads of
the cops. Within fifteen minutes the intersection was a blizzard of toilet paper, which became a
spectacular tangled mess in all of Filene's flagpoles-it took them months to unwind it. In my
enthusiasm in creating a living display, I had completely blocked the window view of the store's
president, Mr. Mitton, which was right under where I was standing. I had hardly unrolled the last
of the paper, when the hands of store detectives, executives, and Boston cops hauled me before
the exasperated president. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Praise for Fashion Climbing“This obscenely enjoyable romp fills in part of the Cunningham back
story and provides tantalizing peeks in the psyche of the guarded and mysterious Bill. . . .
[Fashion Climbing] leaves the readers gasping for more. . . . I can only hope there’s another
installment lurking in his archives.”—Simon Doonan, The New York Times Book Review“Bill
Cunningham left behind a memoir. It is, to use one of his favorite words, marvelous.”—The
Washington Post“Cunningham’s memoir is a charming ode to being true to oneself.”—
NPR“Fashion Climbing is smart and pure, revealing of a person’s sense of truth, self, business,
confidence, and wonderment at the world. . . . It is tremendously important in fraught times that
we remember we can devote ourselves to finding inspiration, pursuing dreams and chasing
joy.”—A. N. Devers, Los Angeles Times“Legendary New York Times street-style photographer
Bill Cunningham left us one final treat: a memoir as sweet, modest, and compelled by beauty as
Cunningham. . . . The midcentury world of salon fashion shows and great society dowagers
Cunningham evokes offers a fabulous escape.”—San Francisco Chronicle“An unexpected
gift . . . A Strunk and White of chic.”—Dwight Garner, The New York Times“A fun, enthralling look
into the unconventional world of a true original.”—Boston Globe“Bill Cunningham’s is the fashion
memoir everyone will be reading this autumn.”—Elle“Legendary fashion photographer Bill
Cunningham died in 2016, but he’s brilliantly alive in Fashion Climbing, a posthumously
published memoir chronicling his early days as a young man in Boston, a soldier in Europe
during the Korean War, and a hat designer in glamorous midcentury New York. In addition to
having a wild imagination for millinery and an unmatched eye for genuine style, Cunningham
writes of his near-psychic ability for knowing where fashion was headed next.”—Entertainment
Weekly“The phenomenal joie de vivre of the legendary New York Times photographer, who died
at eighty-seven in 2016, bursts off the pages of this chronicle of the early days of his career. His
escapades as a renegade hat designer in New York, an Army private in Europe, a gate-crasher
and people watcher in high society are enchanting, his passion for fashion irresistible.”—
People“Delightful.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“The photographer’s posthumously published
memoir is a thoughtful, accessible glimpse inside the fashion world he chronicled for
decades. . . . The true treasure of Fashion Climbing is that the man who spent his life holding up
a mirror to the world’s most self-important industry, in the world’s most self-important city, turns
the mirror around to make a subject of himself.”—Vanity Fair“[Cunningham’s] genuine, undying
appetite for beauty radiates from the book’s pages, making it a delight to consume.”—The
Cut“Bill Cunningham’s memoir traces a righteous pursuit of beauty. Fashion Climbing, the
fashion photographer’s posthumous autobiography, is just as fun as you’d expect.”—The
Outline“As you read about his journey to the top you’ll definitely laugh and, most importantly,
learn why it’s crucial to always be yourself.”—InStyle, 10 Fashion Books That Deserve a Spot On
Your Bookshelf“As a record of a life fueled by flair and dedication, a highly original vocation
which pitches the author somewhere between Cecil Beaton, Anna Pavlova, and a Benedictine
monk, Fashion Climbing is a joy to read.”—Financial Times“The glamorous world of twentieth-
century fashion comes alive in Cunningham’s masterful memoir both because of his exuberant



appreciation for stylish clothes and his sharp assessment of those who wore them.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review)“Cunningham’s writing is authentic, irreverent, and quintessentially New
York. . . . A lively tale of a life in style and a delightful homage to the days before women stopped
wearing hats.”—Kirkus Reviews“Cunningham’s almost unbearably charming memoir—
unearthed by relatives after his death, in 2016, and covering his life through the 1960s—sends
readers winging through the twentieth century in style. . . . [It] documents his unparalleled eye
and appreciation for fashion’s magic, mystery, and illusions; style’s potential to invent and
transform. As both the very personal autobiography of an icon and a valuable social history, this
wins.”—Booklist (starred review)“Bill Cunningham’s enchanting memoir of his love affair with
fashion and the people who created, shaped, analyzed, and wore it in the combustible years
after the Second World War is a delight and a revelation, proving that his pen was as astute as
his lens. This lively, compelling, and invaluable social history tells us as much about the mores of
the age as it does about the era’s seismic fashion revolutions and reflects the wonder that Bill
saw in creation throughout his life.”—Hamish Bowles“We missed Bill Cunningham terribly. So
thank goodness for this book. Here comes a snap, crackle, and pop of a memoir. Humble,
sparse, and vivacious. Funny! Forthright and elegant. Bill is back and we are grateful.”—Maira
Kalman“As Mr. Cunningham might have said, ‘a real dilly’ of a book—the story of a man who
turned a love of beauty into an exquisite life.”—Lauren Collins“Fashion Climbing has everything
you’d want in a fashion memoir (industry politics, elaborate window displays, hijinks at galas),
but it’s also a manifesto for living authentically. Just like Bill Cunningham’s photography, this
book is anti-snobbery, pro-having-fun-at-all-costs, and awake to the pleasures of being
oneself.”—Tavi GevinsonPENGUIN BOOKSFASHION CLIMBINGBill Cunningham, the iconic
New York Times photographer, was the creative force behind the columns On the Street and
Evening Hours. Cunningham dropped out of Harvard and moved to New York City at nineteen,
eventually starting his own hat design business under the name “William J.” His designs were
featured in Vogue, The New Yorker, Harper’s Bazaar, and Jet. While covering fashion for
publications including Women’s Wear Daily and the Chicago Tribune, he took up photography,
which led to him becoming a regular contributor to the New York Times in the late 1970s.
Cunningham is the subject of the documentaries “The Times of Bill Cunningham” and “Bill
Cunningham, New York.” His contributions to New York City were recognized in 2009 when he
was designated a “living landmark.”PENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House
LLCFirst published in the United States of America by Penguin Press, an imprint of Penguin
Random House LLC, 2018Published in Penguin Books 2019Copyright © 2018 by The Bill
Cunningham Foundation LLCPreface copyright © 2018 by Hilton AlsPenguin supports
copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and
creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for
complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any
form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish
books for every reader.All images, unless credited below, are by Bill Cunningham. Photographs



1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 by Anthony Mack. Used with permission.Photographs and illustrations 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 appear courtesy of The Bill Cunningham Foundation
LLC.Penguin is committed to publishing works of quality and integrity. In that spirit, we are proud
to offer this book to our readers; however, the story, the experiences, and the words are the
author’s alone.Cover art: courtesy of The Estate of William Cunningham and the Bill
Cunningham Foundation, LLC.btb_ppg_c0_r2CONTENTSPRAISE FOR FASHION
CLIMBINGABOUT THE AUTHORTITLE PAGECOPYRIGHTPREFACE BY HILTON ALSThe
Doors of ParadiseBecoming William J.My First ShopA Helmet Covered in FlowersThe Luxury of
FreedomNona and SophieThe Southampton ShopFashion PunchThe Top of the LadderOn
SocietyOn TasteLaura Johnson’s PhilosophyPREFACEby Hilton AlsIloved him without knowing
how to love him. If you think of love as an activity—a purposeful, shared exchange—what could
anyone who was lucky enough to be acquainted with Bill Cunningham, the late, legendary New
York Times On the Street and Evening Hours style photographer, writer, former milliner, and all-
around genial fashion genius, really offer him but one’s self? I don’t mean the self we reserve for
our deepest intimacies, the body and soul that goes into life with another person. No, the
Cunningham exchange was based on something else, was profound in a different way, and I
think it had to do with what he inspired in you, what you wanted to give him the minute you saw
him on the street, or in a gilded hall: a certain faith and pride in one’s public persona—“the face
that I face the world with, baby” as the fugitive star, the princess Kosmonopolis, has it in
Tennessee Williams’s Sweet Bird of Youth. Like the princess, Bill knew a great deal about
surfaces; unlike the princess, though, he was never fatigued or undone by his search for that
most elusive of sartorial qualities: style. You wanted to aid Bill in his quest for exceptional
surfaces, to be beautifully dressed and interesting for him, because of the deep pleasure it gave
him to notice something he had never seen before. Even if you were not the happy recipient of
his interest—the subject of his camera’s click click click and Bill’s glorious toothy smile—there
were very few things as pleasurable as watching his heart beat fast (you could see it behind his
blue French worker’s jacket!) as he saw another fascinating woman approach, making his day.
That’s just one of the things Bill Cunningham gave the world: his delight in the possibility of you.
And you wanted to pull yourself together—to gather together the existential mess and bright
spots called your “I”—the minute you saw Bill’s skinny frame bent low near Bergdorf’s on Fifth
Avenue and Fifty-Seventh Street, his spot, capturing a heel, or chasing after a hemline, because
here was your chance to show love to someone who lived to discover what you had made of
yourself. His enthusiasm defined him from the first. It permeates this, his posthumous memoir,
Fashion Climbing, which covers the years Bill worked in fashion before he picked up a camera.
(He published only one book during his lifetime, 1978’s Facades, which starred his old friend,
portraitist Editta Sherman, dressed in a number of period costumes Bill had collected over the
years. He was not happy with the book but he was a perfectionist and anti-archival in his way of
thinking, so how could a book satisfy his need to move forward, always? Fashion Climbing is, in
many ways, his most unusual project. Of course at the end of his memoir he uses his story to



help point the way toward fashion’s future.)As a preternaturally cheerful person, Bill seemed not
to ever feel alone—after all, he had himself. Born to a middle-class Irish Catholic family in
Depression-era Massachusetts, Bill was raised just outside Boston; as a little boy he loved
fashion more than he longed for anything as unimaginative as social acceptance. He begins
Fashion Climbing this way:My first remembrance of fashion was the day my mother caught me
parading around our middle-class Catholic home. . . . There I was, four years old, decked out in
my sister’s prettiest dress. Women’s clothes were always much more stimulating to my
imagination. That summer day, in 1933, as my back was pinned to the dining room wall, my eyes
spattering tears all over the pink organdy full-skirted dress, my mother beat the hell out of me,
and threatened every bone in my uninhibited body if I wore girls’ clothes again.A familiar queer
story: being attacked for one’s interest in being one’s self. Still, there is no rancor when Bill says:
“My dear parents gathered all their Bostonian reserve and decided the best cure was to hide me
from any artistic or fashionable life.” But this was not possible. He would be himself, despite the
pain. After he found work as a youth in a high-end department store in Boston, there was no
stopping him, really, and no turning back. After Boston, the move to Manhattan where he lives for
a time with more disappointed relatives, secures a job at Bonwit’s, and designs his first hats. The
startling optimism of his outlook! In 1950, when he was twenty-one, he was inducted into the
army. “At first I was heartbroken at the thought of giving up all the years of hard work,” he writes,
“but I never had a mind that dwelled on the bad. I always believed that good came from every
situation.” He would love despite the cruelty he had been given. It’s like watching a movie—Bill
post-Bonwit’s, working as a janitor in a town house in exchange for a room to show his hats. The
other residents are straight out of Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s and still, despite the
mayhem—there’s even a flood—Bill presses on, and presses against our hearts because of his
acceptance of others while maintaining very strict standards for himself. Living on a scoop or two
of Ovaltine a day when things just weren’t happening financially, he fed on fashion and beauty;
there was no shortage of it in all those glistening store windows advertising so much that’s been
forgotten. I don’t think it’s too much to compare Bill to the Catholic art collectors John and
Dominique de Menil, who regarded their commitment to beauty and supporting artists as a
spiritual practice, a form of attention that was a kind of loving discipline: you could love God
through his creators and their creations. There’s a nearly unbearable moment in the 2010
documentary Bill Cunningham New York when Bill is asked about his faith—his Catholicism. It’s
the only time he turns away from the camera; his body folds in on itself. I turned away from the
screen in that moment, just as, when Bill was the smiling recipient of the Council of Fashion
Designers of America’s Media Award in Honor of Eugenia Sheppard in 1993—he collected the
award on his bicycle perch, of course—I turned away, too: How could such goodness be
possible? In the world of fashion? Such tenderness—it would kill you and Bill if he didn’t have an
essential toughness, too, a way of looking at fashion’s transformative value, its ability to make
and remake the spirit, without being sentimental about it, any of it.Fashion Climbing more or less
closes with his realization that hats are going out of style and the originality he ultimately



achieved as a milliner is to no end because by 1964 who wears a hat? “Constant change is the
breath of fashion.” Bill proves, in Fashion Climbing, that having a fashion personality is distinct
from being a person who’s interested in style, and how style grows out of the kind of self that
turns the glass of fashion to the wall. (As writer Kennedy Fraser observed, style is fashion’s
“anarchic” cousin who refuses to play by the rules.) Toward the close of Fashion Climbing, Bill
writes: “The wearing of clothes at the proper place and time is so important.” That’s because they
tell a story—not only about the wearer, but also about her time. How dare one not pay attention
to the world one lived in, a world filled with the gorgeous tragedy of what is happening now,
never to be repeated. For the fashionable minded (Bill never liked ladies in “borrowed dresses,”
he said) and other followers of the herd, Bill offers a kind of prayer:Let’s hope the fashion world
never stops creating for those few who stimulate the imaginations of creative designers, and on
wearing their flights of fancy, bring fashion into a living art. There’s only one rule in fashion that
you should remember, whether you’re a client or a designer: when you feel you know everything,
and have captured the spirit of today’s fashion, that’s the very instant to stand everything you
have learned upside down and discover new ways in using the old formulas for the spirit of
today.The light that lit Bill from within—his heart light—was that of a person who couldn’t believe
his good fortune: he was alive. And I’m sure Bill knew that part of the privilege of life is our ability
to have hope, that which is the backbone of all days.The Doors of ParadiseMy first
remembrance of fashion was the day my mother caught me parading around our middle-class
Catholic home in a lace-curtain Irish suburb of Boston. There I was, four years old, decked out in
my sister’s prettiest dress. Women’s clothes were always much more stimulating to my
imagination. That summer day, in 1933, as my back was pinned to the dining room wall, my eyes
spattering tears all over the pink organdy full-skirted dress, my mother beat the hell out of me,
and threatened every bone in my uninhibited body if I wore girls’ clothes again. My dear parents
gathered all their Bostonian reserve and decided the best cure was to hide me from any artistic
or fashionable life. This wasn’t hard in suburban Boston; a drab puritanical life prevailed,
brightened only by Christmas, Easter, the Thanksgiving Day parade, Halloween, Valentine’s Day,
and the maypole costume party in kindergarten. My life was lived for each of these special days
when I could express all the fancy thoughts in my head. Of course, Christmas was the blowout of
the year, and I started wrapping the packages months before anyone dreamed of another
Christmas. The tree ornaments were packed away in the attic, where I usually dusted them off
with a trial run in midsummer and prepared a plan of decoration for the coming season.When
Christmas came, I must have redecorated the tree a half dozen times in the short week it was left
to stand, and when New Year’s Day arrived and the tree was to be thrown out on the street, a
deep depression usually set upon me, as I tucked all the glamour, the shiny tinsel, away for
another eternally long year, and only the thought of Valentine’s Day with its lace-trimmed
displays of love made life bearable.Easter Sunday was always a high point. I can remember
every one of Mother’s hats, which were absolute knockouts to my eyes, but when I look back
today, they were all very conservative. My two sisters and brother Jack (who was all sports-



minded) and I were outfitted in new clothes for Easter Sunday. This was the dandy day of my life.
I can’t remember a thing the priest said during Mass, but I sure as hell could describe every
interesting fashion worn by the two hundred or so ladies, and for the following few Sundays I
kept an accurate record of which ladies wore their Easter Sunday flower corsages longest,
emerging from the refrigerators for the Sunday airing.The next excitement I can remember was
the maypole costume party where I managed, much to my conservative family’s
embarrassment, to be a crepe paper pansy, violet, or daffodil. I always had a ball playing make-
believe, and usually got hell when my mother got her hands on me, as I’d play with the girls,
mainly because their costumes were the most beautiful roses. The boys were bees and
caterpillars, which didn’t interest me a bit.Summers were a fashion desert. Our small beach
house on the south shore of Boston allowed nothing but bathing suits and T-shirts, and lots of
horrible sunburn on the miles of salty beach. No one ever wore anything colorful or gay. Each
Sunday’s church was the only adventure as my brother and sisters and I were wrapped in
starched white clothes and chalk-white shoes. During the reading of the Gospel, I eyed every
woman and decided who was the most elegant. It was a wonderful game, and by the end of
each summer I would produce my list of the women at the beach whom I thought most
exciting.Going back to school was really the monster for me. I couldn’t have cared less about
reading, writing, and arithmetic—and they cared much less for me! It was only through the grace
of God and the teachers, who didn’t want to have me around another year, that I finished each
school year. The only class I remember was a weekly one-hour art session where the most
delightful, slightly eccentric teacher would read Winnie-the-Pooh and tell us about Mrs. Jack
Gardner’s Venetian palace, set in Boston’s Back Bay. This was my hour of pure dream and
fantasy. Of course, I immediately fell passionately in love with Mrs. Jack Gardner and her gilded
palace, and to this very day she is my inspiration.Life really began for me on my first visit to Mrs.
Jack’s. That marvelous art teacher took the class to view what she called a “Renaissance
splendor.” It was the opening of the doors of paradise for me, and there was no stopping my
desire to create a world of exotic beauty. No matter how many times my mother caught me
wearing my sister’s first long party dress, which was peach satin—and I know I wore it more than
she did—I knew my destiny was to create beautiful women and place them in fantastic
surroundings.After school was the most fun, as I would hide in my room and build model
airplanes and theatrical stage sets. Each month I would concoct a special display for the
season, and I was forever talking the girls next door into putting on a dramatic play where I made
all the crepe paper costumes and usually ended up wearing the highest crown or the longest
train of purple, trimmed with my dad’s notepaper ermine tails.Mother’s wedding gown, covered
with embroidery and pearls and tiny satin roses, was the hidden treasure that I was constantly
unpacking for another look. Actually, it was the only beautiful thing in the house.Radio was a
huge influence, to which I give credit for my strong imagination. Instead of doing school
homework, I would be listening to Stella Dallas, Helen Trent, and my favorite, Helen Hayes, who
led the glamorous New York life. In my imagination I dressed each of these soap opera ladies,



designing for them all sorts of fancy clothes.As kids we weren’t allowed to go to the movies
except on Saturday afternoons, when some rough-and-tumble cowboy affair would scramble
across the screen. I couldn’t have cared less; I was just itching to get back to the movies on a
Saturday night instead and see Greta Garbo, Carole Lombard, and Gone with the Wind.
Unfortunately, I never made it, and these movies remained totally unknown to me until the late
1950s, when I saw them in revival.In later years, after-school jobs were part of my upbringing,
which I enjoyed very much, as they paid me money that I promptly spent on something colorful
and pretty at the local Woolworth’s five-and-dime. Shoveling long driveways of snow allowed me
to indulge in elaborate gifts for my mother and sisters; I would shovel snow all day long just to
get my frozen hands on some money to buy beautiful things. One time I bought the supplies to
make a hat. It was a real dilly—a great big cabbage rose hung over the right eye, and all sorts of
ribbons tied at the back of the neck. My mother nearly collapsed in shame when she saw it.I was
a newspaper delivery boy at twelve, and each morning got up at five thirty to pedal my bike
around the neighborhood and collect five bucks at the end of a week. After the first month, I
saved my money, slipped in to the city of Boston on my first trip, and bought a dress, which I
thought was the most chic thing in town. It was black crepe and bias cut, and had three red
hearts on the right shoulder. As usual, Mother nearly had a fit. Now I was buying her clothes. Her
reply was, “Think what the neighbors will say!” These were famous last words with my mother
and dad.My family had a whispering thought that I’d be a priest. And all this attraction to feminine
fashion didn’t help their hope. But what Irish Catholic family didn’t dream of its eldest son being a
priest? I always knew I wasn’t priesthood material as I was sewing away from some devilish fire,
flaming inside the deepest corners of my soul.The paper route made life worthwhile, giving me
the loot to indulge in a little fashion fantasy, and as fast as I’d buy the newest styles, Mother
would return them. I would counteract with another dress or fake diamond bracelet. My next job
was delivering clothes for Mr. Kaplan, the local tailor. This was the beginning of my
understanding what made beautiful clothes. Here I learned all about the construction of coats
and suits, the fine technique of pressing and shaping. I also earned more money, and my two
sisters soon fell under my assault of buying clothes, always making secret trips to the city and
visiting the fashionable stores. My favorite was Jays on Temple Place. The facade of the terra-
cotta-colored building was decorated with silhouetted ladies sitting on French chairs, admiring
themselves in the style of 1910. Inside, the smell of perfume and champagne and wall-to-wall
carpet made me want to buy everything in sight. They had the best-looking shopping bags in
Boston, with a silhouetted lady and the name Jays giving the carrier great distinction. Of course,
I was proud as a peacock, carrying the package home to my middle-class neighborhood. (I was
the worst snob in town.)By the time I was twelve, the family was in a state of frenzy over how
they could knock this artistic nature out of me. Finally, it was decided that a trade school, where
my hands could be the learners, was the only solution for a safe future. I enrolled at Mechanic
Arts High School, where I learned carpentry. My spindle-legged tables were a howling success
and caused a great deal of hell-raising with the people who wanted plain, sturdy-legged tables. I



just couldn’t resist putting the wood on a lathe and making all the fanciest turns I knew how. The
classes were anything but fashionable. They consisted of sheet-metal work and a blacksmith’s
shop where we had the best fun. What I couldn’t do with the blowtorch and anvil! Everything I
made had curlicues and twists . . . I suppose you might call it Irish baroque. Along with all those
shop classes came algebra, which I could never figure out, and history, which I was terrific at,
from a costume point of view. I couldn’t recite a word of Shakespeare, but I could sure draw a
costume for every character in the plays.What made these school years livable was an after-
school job at Jordan Marsh Company, the city’s largest department store. At two thirty I was out
of the school prison, trotting down fashionable Boylston Street with more enthusiasm than I’d
shown all day, observing all the windows of the most fashionable shops in Boston. A special
delight was sizing up the august Beacon Hill dowagers who would be going to tea at the Ritz
Hotel. I often dallied outside its doors just to get a glimpse of some fascinating women. Jordan
Marsh was across the Boston Common, in the commercial section of town, surrounded by
Filene’s and the other big stores that just swallowed me up. At Jordan’s I was a stock boy in the
ready-to-wear departments, and had the time of my life pushing the big carts through the store.
My favorite departments were better dresses, furs, and handbags. The store had an elegant
quality that disappeared after my days there in the early 1940s. A grand stairway curved up
through the central rotunda; mahogany showcases gave a proper Bostonian attitude to the high-
ceilinged main floor.I wasn’t there but a few weeks before I knew the best merchandise from the
plain, everyday stuff. I was always finagling a deal, until I got to push the racks with the best
dresses down to their department, where I carefully scrutinized every one I took off.I would
unload the stock truck of the handbag department like I was unveiling the emperor’s jewels,
making sure I set the bag on the counter so customers felt they had just discovered something
they had never seen before. If the salesgirls didn’t make a few sales during the performance, I
was crushed. The store’s glove department didn’t interest me, but its buyer wore the most
exciting hats. They were tall Lilly Daché turbans, the likes of which few Bostonian women had
ever seen. They had a sense of drama. This buyer also wore the first silver foxes without legs,
tails, and heads I had seen. It was a knockout when everyone else in Boston was cherishing all
those legs, tails, and heads. As a matter of fact, for years they continued to wear it like that in
Boston, and didn’t think of cutting them off.My first six months’ salary went to buying a pair of
these silver foxes for my mother. She hardly ever wore them, feeling they were too daring and
showy.At this time I started covering myself in outrageous bright shirts and ties. I bought the first
fake-fur-lined trench coat with the biggest fur collar I could find, and nearly drove the family crazy
with shame, wearing it on the first cool day of September. I just couldn’t wait to get it on my back
and parade into school—although I almost fainted from the heat in the rush-hour crowd in the
trolley car. Clothes were everything to me, and I think I spent seven days a week deciding what
I’d wear the next week.Life at Jordan’s was fabulous, and had they given diplomas, I would have
graduated with honors. That said, I almost got canned at one point. It was during the parade at
the end of the Second World War, and I felt the store should do something in the way of a big



display. Of course, they had already hung the world’s largest American flag over the Washington
Street facade of the building, which made Filene’s flag look like a postage stamp. But I thought I
should add some of my own flair, so I went through all the men’s rooms in the store, taking the
rolls of toilet tissue and stashing them up on the roof of the store, at the corner of Washington
and Summer Streets, the busiest intersection in Boston, where the biggest crowd was sure to
assemble. After collecting dozens and dozens of rolls, I began to unroll them over the heads of
the marching soldiers. It was an instant success, as the white rolls whipped down in huge white
streaks! The crowd below went wild with delight as the unrolled ends bounced off the heads of
the cops. Within fifteen minutes the intersection was a blizzard of toilet paper, which became a
spectacular tangled mess in all of Filene’s flagpoles—it took them months to unwind it. In my
enthusiasm in creating a living display, I had completely blocked the window view of the store’s
president, Mr. Mitton, which was right under where I was standing. I had hardly unrolled the last
of the paper, when the hands of store detectives, executives, and Boston cops hauled me before
the exasperated president.After three years in the women’s fashion department, I was sentenced
—because of the toilet paper episode—to the home furnishings department. The only
excitement there came from the fabrics and colors, especially in the towel and linen department,
which generated gigantic sales from customers replacing the war years’ drain on their linen
closets. My stock cart would be piled eight feet high with towels of brilliant color: flamingos,
blues, greens, roses. Up to this time, toweling had always been pure white, and I must say I took
real delight in mixing all the colors onto the counters—almost like painting. The department was
a wonderful education in the rare laces and damasks used for table covers, and I was given
great insight into the weaving of materials. The assistant buyer was a wonderful gal by the name
of Nancy Peckham, who wore the best-looking hats, and introduced me to the New Yorker,
which we would hide away in the stockroom and read like the Bible most of Friday afternoon.
The buyer was a very quiet sort of man who could freeze you out quicker than any windstorm.
But he was very nice to me, and gave me my first tuxedo to wear to the many school proms and
debutante cotillions that were taking place.These dances were social highlights, and I attended
every one I could get an invitation to. They presented the delicious opportunity of bringing fresh
flowers to all my favorite girls of the moment, and I definitely chose my girlfriends because of
their chic. If they didn’t wear just what I thought was the right gown, that ended the romance. I
had two favorites in my first year of high school, Barbara, who looked like the traditional
debutante and dressed with respectable taste, and Gloria, who was the Brenda Starr of my life.
Gloria and I got going on glamorous Hollywood living. Her great ambition was a mink coat, and
we made the most uninhibited entrances into the local ballrooms. The neighbors were talking for
weeks. We were considered fast kids. Also, she drove her own convertible, and dyed her hair to
match it. She was fabulous and all the guys wanted to date her, but after the first night they were
scared to death, because all Gloria would talk about were her dreams of mink coats, vacations
in Florida, new cars, and twenty-room houses with five maids. As you can imagine, in a middle-
class neighborhood this went over with anything but a bang. But Gloria and I were a pair; I



remember a dance at the very conservative Vendome where Gloria, who was sixteen years old,
caused a sensation. All the girls wore birthday-party-pastel gowns, but Gloria made her own
from thirty yards of navy-blue net, and jeweled stars sparkled across her strapless top and the
front of the skirt. It was really a ravishing affair, and we’d have been tops at the party if it hadn’t
been for Gloria’s sister, who was by far the most entrancing girl in town. Her slithery crepe dress,
draped up on one side like you saw on the movie queens, practically got us all expelled from
school. I guess it was what you’d call early vamp.During my last year at the trade school a
swanky Fifth Avenue New York store bought and started remodeling the old Museum of Natural
History. This was to be a new fashion store. I passed it each afternoon on my way to work. The
site for the store was superb—the lovely old redbrick museum was set in a block-wide park of
trees and shrubs. All this right in the center of the most exclusive shopping area. The store was
to be Bonwit Teller’s first branch. The excitement over its opening in Boston was terrific. For a
whole year, every cup of tea downed in Boston was followed by gossip about the extravagance
of the New York store spending a million dollars to renovate and decorate this old museum.
White sheets covered the building’s windows, and all the work was directed from New York
under great secrecy. As the September opening neared, everyone wondered what kind of store
it would be. No display windows were installed in the mansion-like building. The word was out
that it would remain like a private estate. William Pahlmann, New York’s answer to Elsie de
Wolfe, was the interior decorator. Huge crates arrived daily from the antiques shops of Europe
and Third Avenue. The suspense was killing, as I would pass each day on my way from school to
Jordan Marsh. When the first newspaper announcement appeared a month before the opening,
all of Boston was shocked, as the extravagant New Yorkers bought an entirely blank newspaper
page with a tiny Steinberg drawing of five superb Beacon Hill dowagers standing on a platform in
an upper corner, all dripping in fur, frantically waving their lorgnettes at the empty page. For a
month, this teaser advertising continued, with never a mention of Bonwit Teller. In the ad, a long
pole from under the platform on which the ladies stood ran down the side of the page to the
lower corner, where gears and wheels lowered the ladies further each day. On opening day, all
the Boston newspapers showed two totally blank pages, with the Steinberg platform finally
lowered to the bottom of the page, and the five ladies madly running across it toward a two-inch-
high drawing of the new palatial Bonwit store. The ad campaign caught everyone’s imagination,
and really put the lorgnettes of Boston on its doings. I had passed the store each day during its
construction, and I couldn’t stand the suspense any longer. I had to get right in the middle of all
the excitement. Two days before Bonwit’s opened, I quit my job at Jordan’s against the better
judgment of the vice president, Cameron Thompson, who told me that Bonwit’s could never last,
and they’d be dumping all the help within a year. But no one could stop me. All this glamour had
really shaken me up. I had to be in the middle of the soup.Bonwit’s hired me the same afternoon I
left Jordan’s, as a stock boy for the designer clothes. I was to keep track of the Diors and
Adrians. My head was in a swivel of excitement as I crawled around the gorgeous clothes. And
when it came to the romantic ball gowns, I thought I’d die of happiness! The store opened on a



bright Indian summer day. The gardens around the store were freshly planted in a rioting color of
chrysanthemums and shrubs; the grass lawns were like velvet gowns. From the grand stairway, a
red carpet flowed out to the street. Two striped metal tents with sides of glass flanked the huge
stairway. These were set on pillars of marble. They were to be the display cases, and the only
indication that this was a fashion store. The white sheets had been dropped from the windows,
and the dazzle of beautiful crystal chandeliers blazed through every window. The first floor
overwhelmed each visitor with sumptuous French decorations, made more extravagant by the
daring use of pale pastel walls and carpets, and damask upholstery. (At that time, pastels were
not used in decorating; instead dark greens and grays were dominant for interiors.) Off this large
entrance room were four separate salons, each decorated in a different French period, with not a
hint of what was for sale, until a saleslady wearing the daring New Look of Dior—tight bodice, full
skirt to the mid-calf—presented the handbags, shoes, lingerie, and gloves that occupied the four
rooms. Most of the opening-day guests were still wearing war-length to-the-knee skirts. The
whole effect of Bonwit’s was as if Paris had been transplanted into twentieth-century Boston.
The stuffed birds, bees, butterflies, and serpents that had once filled the rooms had
disappeared, leaving only their plumage, rare skins, and delicate wings, which were turned into
the most exquisite handbags of alligator, scarves of ostrich feathers, shoes of snakeskin, and
silk stockings with the delicacy of butterfly wings. And the silkworm had turned its dark nest into
a glittering salon where the most seductive lingerie in the world could be seen.Great excitement
centered on the forty-five-foot-ceilinged grand salon on the second floor. Here, a mammoth
whale had once been suspended from the ceiling and delighted millions of Boston children. It
was my favorite room in the museum; as I now stood in the middle of the huge salon, my eyes
almost fell out of my head. A magic wand had turned the room into the most glorious ballroom
imaginable, fit to please an empress. Three gigantic crystal chandeliers dangled and danced
from the gilded ceiling, where the immense black whale had slept. The floor, which had held
cases of sharks, flying fish, and other great beauties, now held the rarest French chairs, tables,
and sofas covered in satins and velvets. The dark, dingy oak walls had been transformed into
mirrored and gilded underwater grottoes. Ruby-red drapes fringed in gold dripped from the thirty-
foot-high French windows that opened onto a royal balcony.
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LKP, “Mad About The Boy. Most of us know Bill Cunningham (yes, THAT one; with the camera,
the bike, and the denim jacket) from his street-savvy photography and his New York State of
Mind notoriety. But, lucky for us, when he died Bill left this memoir in one of the drawers of his
many file cabinets. And as he would say, this book is a lulu. I keep turning over rocks trying to
find out if he intended this book to be published. I mean -- One assumes that Bill Cunningham
would only have to make one phone call to have a juicy book deal. And yet this typed
manuscript languished in a drawer; only to be discovered after he passed. So - draw your own
conclusions.It's a slim volume full of goodness. It is written in a breezy personal "oh, WAIT for
the punchline" style, punctuated by Bill-isms like "It's a dilly!". Best of all, it gives us a deep dive
into his earliest days; revealing a lifelong Creative who got anything-but a standing ovation at
home. He needed to get out into the world in order to find his tribe; and all that ignited in
Manhattan circa 1948 and onward. While we learn about Bill's earliest days in retail, the story
quickly transitions into his career as a milliner. A hat guy. His moniker, William J, was a non de
plume for a young man whose family would have been scandalized to learn what he was actually
doing. But Bill always amassed his own custom-ordered cheering section; whether they were
fresh young things who became fabulous mannikins for his creations, and protective grand
dames who bought his hats and then brought their friends. The irrepressible "hey kids, let's give
a show!" vibe prevails -- I lost track of how many times he moved and moved and moved his
studio/storefront -- but each time he managed to create beauty in the midst of creepy/moldy low-
rent brownstones, and his career was defined by both epic feasts and dire famines. Decrepit
walls were covered -- voila! -- with brocade drapes found in a dumpster and ostrich feathers.
(no, really...…) He was famous for carting around his own bed, because he always "lived above
the store". Any money he had was always put right back into the business, and lean times found
him eating hot dogs at Nedick's. He was a total misfit for the world of retail and manufacturing --
but was a whiz atOne Of A Kind. When the Sixties arrived he realized that hats were going to be
a non-issue; so he pivoted to writing for Women's Wear Daily and seemingly taught himself
photography. Like Zelig, he seemed to be everywhere before it became Somewhere. He had a
storefront in the Hamptons before it was considered anywhere special. When uptown was hip,
he was in The Village -- and when downtown was "the place" he was up on Museum Row. He
loved theatricality and occasions. The book has a generous handful of his personal scrapbook
snapshots, and we see a wide-eyed grinning Bill having Quite The Time.Bill arrived in New York
City about 19 years before I did - and I thoroughly loved reading his recollections of Living Large
On A Shoestring. Like me, he considered the place to be his personal Shangri La -- a glittering
metropolis that could still be decorated on a dimestore budget. He snuck into operas, fashion
shows, ateliers, invitation-only galas, and ballrooms. He commented it felt "peculiar" to walk in
the FRONT entrance of the Waldorf since he had been sneaking in through the Laundry Door all
those years. (smile) When he was low (and even hungry) he could always re-boot by witnessing



beauty. Midnight walks past store windows would restore his spirit and launch new ideas.Rarely
do we get to hear such granular details of the great expectations of a creative mind. He muses
about how he came to prize his originality, and how he stayed faithful to his own best ideas,
whether they paid the rent or not.A wonderful book - an amazing man.”

Michael A. Helbig, “Great snapshot of the past in general, of fashion in particular - a very joyful
read. Even before the book was published I had read a brief summary I think in The New York
Times and at first was disappointed that the book would not cover up to most recent events in
Bill Cunningham's life and the fashion world. But once I read it boy was I glad it didn't because
through the very time distance it brings across the past even more intensively.Bill Cunningham's
language is a very pleasure to read, and if you have a thing for language, as I do, you'll surely
enjoy the sometimes old fashioned words, expressions or idioms he uses. The book is an
extraordinary read, I frankly had a hard time to put it aside and as a matter of fact it took me only
say three or four days to finish it. What I found most fascinating was how Cunningham described
the different eras and what it felt like to live the and there.On a personal side it gives you a very
close view into Cunningham's view of the world, how he lived his life, and why he did it the way
he did. It complements the picture of him you might have from reading his column in The Times,
and from other sources, like news articles and the media.I had the pleasure to run into Bill a few
times in New York City - he on his bike on street say a year before he passed, and another time
earlier at one of the fashion shows at Lincoln Center. On the latter he was chatting with Isabella
Blow when I asked him if I could take a picture - as expected he shook his head and turned the
other way.This book is a must for people interested in fashion in general and the wonderful
person of Bill Cunningham in particular. Beyond that, it shows you how you can find your own
way in life, despite - or even - because of supposed adverse circumstances.I am happy the
manuscript was discovered in Bill Cunningham's estate that and his family decided to have it
published its a winner for all of us.”

sg, “Bill Cunningham's "voice" rings clear — wonderfully witty, captures a place and time in NYC.
I loved this book. Having known the author a bit, seen every documentary and read every article
about or by him, this book still adds more depth and dimension. Wonderful to read about his
growing up in Boston, his experiences overseas in the army (only Bill would use his time as a
soldier to set up a millinery studio and attend the Paris Couture), the bohemian glamour of his
early years in New York as he set up his business. His perceptions of the fashion industry and
creativity are spot on. The book captures the author's mix of unerring taste and sharp wit mixed
with true humility and sweetness.”

Chuck Grimmett, “Moving and enlightening. I fell in love with Bill Cunningham after watching the
documentary Bill Cunningham New York about his time as a fashion photographer and writer at
the New York Times. When Cunningham died in 2016, he left behind a fully written memoir with



instructions to publish it after his death. Someone discovered it in his things and Penguin bought
the rights to it.This memoir tells the story of the time before he started at the NYTimes. He
moved to NYC in the 50s and started designing hats, then later moved on to be a fashion writer
at Women’s Wear Daily and the Chicago Tribune.After reading this memoir, I have a deep
appreciation for his independent spirit, his thoughts on creativity and originality, and his
complete devotion to his craft.”

Midnighter, “How to Succeed (By Really Trying). Really enjoyed this memoir for a number of
reasons. First, the fashion-conscious generation of women that it describes, who wouldn't be
caught dead in the wrong outfit, has now pretty well faded away. That generation and the times
they lived in deserve to be showcased alongside other movements or moments that
characterize the Twentieth Century and the book does that extremely well, from Cunningham's
unique, insider's perspective. Finally, as someone who likes to think of herself as "creative,"
Cunningham's creative drive, the intensity and fearlessness with which he pursued his goals, is
inspiring. So are the little tidbits of advice for anyone seeking his or her own creative path which
run through the book.”

"noddlewrap", “Strong on fashion, not was I was hoping for, but still a good read. I came from
discovering Bill from the documentary film, more from a photographer's perspective than a
perspective of fashion, which the book is heavily geared towards, slightly disappointing it didn't
detail how and why he decided to pick up a camera, but a wonderful read non-the-less. His
strength of personality comes through, like chatting to an old friend, with an frank portrayal of his
life and not omitting bad decisions from his life, or pretending a good decision was born from
design.Printing quality was a slight issue on my early copy, the print on a few pages was very
faint; however it is a nice read.”

Gary Fab, “So Good I couldn’t put it down. I loved this book so much I couldn’t put it down. After
becoming away of Bill from the amazing DVD Bill Cunningham New York I was delighted to
discover this book written by him and it is such an honest and often comical insight into this
amazing mans life. I would highly recommend to any fashion fans.”

robert mcfarlane, “Really great read !. Well written. Interesting, amusing.......Great comments
and insights about the difficulties of starting a business. Still pertinent today. Heart wrenching
hardships overcome. Through out, references to many well know personalities of his day, and,
as the business developed........ Highly recommend.”

AOIFE V KIRWAN, “Great book. This is a great read for anyone who has any interest in fashion
or millinery.”

The book by Bill Cunningham has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 215 people have provided feedback.
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